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Development History 

 

2007  Quilchena debuted as a workshop production at the SummerWorks Theatre Festival,  

  halfbreed productions in partnership with Red Pepper Spectacle Arts.  

  The creating company consisted of playwright/director Tara Beagan, production designer   

  Andy Moro and actor Michaela Washburn.  

2008/09 In-residence at Cahoots Theatre Company enjoying a working retreat at the Shaw Festival.  

2009  An invitation to the CrossCurrents Festival at Factory Theatre, with actor PJ Prudat. 

 

This work fuses all design elements  

with the staging and text. The playwright/director, 

originating actor and production designer created this 

work spatially five days after the first draft was 

completed.  

 

All production elements are in dialogue,  

creating an indelible emotional experience. 

 

Canada ’ s largest weekly news and entertainment 

publication also Playwright/Director Tara  

Beagan and Production Designer Andy Moro  

among the Top Ten Theatre Artists that year. 

“ T here's a flood of human warmth and compassion in  

anything Tara Beagan creates. In Quilchena, the simple, 

moving tale of a murdered Native girl who relives her last 

hours on earth, she used expressive imagery to paint a 

consciousness that moves from innocence to experience. 

If you want theatre with heart, Beagan's a sure bet... 
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Synopsis 

May 6, 1978. Monica Jack is thirteen days shy of her thirteenth birthday. Her dad can ’ t keep the secret of 

her gift any longer, so proudly presents Monica with a new bike - well... new to her. Sharing in his  

excitement, Monica rides the bike to show her friend who lives only a few houses up the road. Failing to  

return for dinner, a makeshift search party finds only her bike, tossed into some bushes at the side of  

highway 5A. For eighteen years, her family and friends imagine Monica into adulthood. Monica ’ s remains 

are discovered by some forestry workers in June of 1995. This play takes place the night before  

authorities deliver the news to Monica ’ s family. As they sleep, Monica visits members of her community 

and gently eases them into dealing with the finality of the news they have dreaded. This is a story of the  

tragedy of a peoples systemically abused by an uncaring government. In contrast, it is also the story of a 

community who banded together to ensure their missing child is never forgotten. This play is a plea that it 

never happens again. 

 

 

 

For a sense of the video, sound and lighting  

design, watch: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Gwdqy5CsSg 

 

It was in 2009 that Quilchena was invited  

to the CrossCurrents festival. At this time,  

the profile series Artsayer featured Tara Beagan. 

The episode ’ s focus is on her work on Quilchena. 

                    ...This year we've caught [Andy Moro ’ s] work as  

                        designer in The Saskatchewan Rebellion, where he 

used blocks of light, shadow and blackness to vibrant effect, and as 

collaborator on Quilchena, where he seared our eyes and ears with 

his lighting and sound creations. Oh, and he won a Dora for lighting 

in Here Lies Henry. ”  
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Quilchena 
By Tara Beagan  

A Native Earth Performing Arts production 

Inspired by a true story 

 This play would not exist if not for the courage of Madeline Lanaro. With her blessing, I have  

undertaken the creation of this play to honour her daughter and the effects that the grievous loss of a life and 

potential can have on a community. Every missing and murdered person has her own story. This play is  

inspired by Monica Jack. 

Quilchena is a community in the Nicola Valley in the Interior of B.C.  

It is pronounced: cole-shenna, with the accent on the second syllable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design 

 All non-textual elements appear either as SOUND, LIGHT, or VIDEO. When they appear without a 

space between the lines, they take place concurrently. Similarly, when they appear before or after a stage  

direction, they take place as that action takes place. 

Language 

 Monica is an extremely intelligent twelve year old, yet she still has her doubts in this adult world. These 

doubts manifest in “ upspeak ” , or in sentences that sound like questions –  they go up in pitch towards the 

end –  even though they are statement. They are noted with a question mark in parentheses following a  

sentence, like so. ( ? )   

 Further, Monica struggles to understand her world, so her thoughts often trail off. When she can intuit 

the end of the thought, but cannot bear to speak it, the end of the thought appears in  

parentheses… ( like so. )   

 Occasionally, the beginning of a thought appears in parentheses, because she is searching for the as-

sembly of a thought. ( Exactly ) like so. 

AN EXCERPT OF THE PLAY 
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EXCERPT BEGINS 

...a scene from an early moment in the play. 

 

The stage is bare, with simple surfaces upstage, softening the boxiness of the 

room, and serving       as ethereal projection surfaces.  

Monica glances at the bike on the ground behind her.  

 

MONICA Gave me my birthday present early. Thirteen days early- Dad, you ’ re too excited to wait. Me,  

 too! Ha, ha! Mom gets after you. 

 

  She laughs and then settles. She thinks a moment. 

 

MONICA I left the house to go show Sherry. Got on my new bike- 

 

 SOUND  A truck engine runs and a truck door slams. 

 

MONICA Was biking back from Sherry ’ s house. Just before that hill right before our house, in the 

 curve, there... Don ’ t usually see many people we don ’ t know on the road. He said he was lost. 

Couldn ’ t hear him at first, he seemed almost a bit scared. So then I got off my bike and walked closer to 

hear him. I know I ’ m not supposed to. Know what I thought, though? I thought, “ oh, geez this guy ’ s 

gonna try to steal my darn bike, and I only just got it. ”  Thought I was being real smart, leaving it further 

from that car. ( ? )  Truck. Anyways, he was saying he ’ s lost. Said he was trying to get back to Kamloops. 

Tried to explain to him where it was he was going, but he seemed confused. Said if I could just help him 

get back onto the main highway - said he could bring me back to my  bike if I showed him myself, in his 

car. I did not want to do that. You don ’ t get into a stranger ’ s car, and he... after that, it changed.  

Everything. I don ’ t remember… but when I saw youse next, you did not see me. That man… something. 

 

 VIDEO Flashed image of a man tuning a dashboard radio. 

 

 She discovers the wrench in her hand, as if for the first time. She goes to her  

 bike and  feels the tires. 

 

MONICA Is kinda flat. ( confused by this. Beat. )  Needs air, but probly won ’ t hold it. Rubber wears out.  

 Gets useless. Has to, otherwise tire companies would go broke. And that ’ s how come you get  tires 

  on a playground sometimes- they ’ re old ones that aren ’ t any good for tractors and eighteen-

 wheelers anymore. But they ’ re smoother and so better for kids to play on.    
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 She gets on the bike and circles slowly. 

 

MONICA Whoa. How come…? Feel like my legs wore out. 

 

 She stops and holds silent for a few beats. She rings the bell, which conjures the memory…  

 

 SOUND  Bike wheels run for a few seconds and stop.  

   Sound of the bike crashing to the ground. 

 

 She rings the bell again. 

 

 VIDEO Continuation of dashboard and truck footage, ominous, dreamlike. 

 SOUND  A collection of sounds from her final hour - same ambient sound of a man in his car,  

 radio, etc. The door opens and the man walks toward Monica. We hear a recording of Monica earlier 

 when she said “ Hi ” . The sounds stop as 

 

 She rings the bell again.  

 Beat.  

 Ringringringringring –  smack! the bell… long silence. 

 

MONICA ( t o herself )  Was coming back from Sherry’ s  house. 

 

 Quick shift, she gets off the bike, resting it on the ground.  

 

MONICA My best friend Sherry has five brothers. Five. Can you imagine how many fights are at that 

 house? But the good thing is that she knows how to fight. She showed me if a guy has you in a 

 headlock like this- you just become dead weight. And he can ’ t hold you up by your head like that 

‘ c ause a )  too heavy and b )  if he ended up breaking your neck, your dad would kill him. That ’ s only if 

someone ’ s worried about getting in trouble, though. 

 

 SOUND Truck tires driving away on gravel. 

 

 Monica hears the truck tires and can sort of feel that she caused them to occur –  that they are her 

 memory. 

 

END of EXCERPT 
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